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EDITORS’ NOTE Vittorio Colao 
joined the Vodafone Group board 
in October 2006 as Chief Executive, 
Europe and Deputy Group CEO of 
Vodafone Group Plc. He was ap-
pointed Chief Executive on 29 July 
2008. He spent the early part of his 
career as a Partner in the Milan of-
fi ce of McKinsey & Co. In 1996, he 
joined Omnitel Pronto Italia, which 
subsequently became Vodafone 
Italy. He was then appointed 
Regional Chief Executive Offi cer, 
Southern Europe for Vodafone 
Group Plc in 2001, became a mem-
ber of the Board in 2002 and was 
appointed to the role of Regional 
Chief Executive Offi cer for Southern 
Europe, Middle East, and Africa for 
Vodafone in 2003. Between 2004 
and 2006 he was Chief Executive Offi cer of RSC 
Media Group. Colao holds a Business Degree 
from Bocconi University and an M.B.A. with 
Honors from the Harvard Business School.

COMPANY BRIEF Based in Newbury, United 
Kingdom, Vodafone Group Plc (www.vodafone.
com) is one of the world’s leading mobile tele-
communications company, with equity interest 
spanning 25 countries, including China, Europe, 
the Middle East, Africa, Asia Pacifi c, and the U.S, 
and more than 42 partner networks worldwide. 
As of 31 December 2008, the Group had 289 
million customers, calculated on a proportion-
ate basis in accordance with the Vodafone’s per-
centage interest in these ventures. Vodafone had 
a total market capitalization of approximately 
£74 billion on 31 December 2008.

As China is celebrating the 30th anniversary 
of its open-and-reform policy, how would 
you summarize Vodafone’s eight years of 
achievement in China? What are the key 
lessons learned in the past and Vodafone’s 
vision for its future in China?

to say that it has been an extraordinary 
30 years would be an understatement. china’s 
reemergence as a global economic and political 
force has been one of the most rapid and suc-
cessful developments the world has seen. the 
extent of this success is diffi cult to comprehend. 
For example, china is forecast to account for 
more than 20 percent of total global economic 
growth in the next 10 years.

it’s fascinating to think that shortly after 
china announced its open-and-reform policy, 
the world administrative radio conference set 
up a research group to defi ne a common inter-
national mobile phone standard. this became 
gsm, the standard which has now connected 
over three billion mobile customers worldwide, 
with china accounting for nearly 20 percent of 
that total. given the strong relationship between 
increasing mobile penetration and increasing 
economic growth, it is no accident that mobile 
and china have both grown from strength to 
strength in the past 30 years.

vodafone has been in china for eight years 
now and i would summarize our achievement as 
“always moving forward.” we’ve moved from a 
shareholding in china mobile to a strategic alliance 
agreement. we’ve established a representative 
offi ce, and now a china sourcing centre, which 
coordinates vodafone’s global demand for 
chinese handsets and network equipment which 
are being deployed across the vodafone group – 
from spain to india, and from south africa to 
new zealand. vodafone’s presence in china is a 
long-term strategic priority and i’m sure that this 
will be even stronger in another eight years.

You are known for speed, which 
is also refl ected in the two speedy trips 
you’ve taken to China within two months. 
In a country where telecom is still heavily 
regulated and controlled by government, 
how would you apply your style of speed 
to a country that is known for patience 
and long-term planning? How would you 

differentiate your strategy for 
China from other emerging 
markets such as India?

speedy trips are unfortunately a 
fact of life for global executives, but 
since i became ceo of the vodafone 
group, i have actually managed to 
visit china as many times as i’ve vis-
ited any other market in the vodafone 
group. i had the great pleasure of 
attending the opening ceremony of 
the beijing olympics – a phenom-
enal event which deeply impressed 
the world.

while china has indeed moved 
cautiously to open its communica-
tions market, i wouldn’t describe 
the rate of growth and change in the 
chinese communications market as 
slow at all. in the eight weeks be-

tween my two most recent trips, china added 15 
million mobile subscribers – more than the pop-
ulation of greece and new zealand combined. 
china has set itself very clear long-term goals in-
cluding the role that the communications industry 
needs to play in domestic economic growth and 
reestablishing china’s intellectual property rights. 
vodafone’s global scale and scope means that we 
have been able to play a productive role – mov-
ing ahead with our business in china, while also 
working with china to strengthen chinese busi-
nesses and to move the industry forward. For ex-
ample, we’ve worked closely with many chinese 
equipment and handset suppliers such as zte, 
huawei, and coslight and helped them to lever-
age into global markets. we awarded huawei its 
fi rst major european contract (to build our 3g 
network in spain), and have recently awarded 
them a 3g contract in turkey, and a 2g con-
tract in ghana. we now have a relationship with 
huawei in 15 countries across the world. i also 
had the privilege of signing a recognition of this 
growing relationship in the presence of premier 
wen Jiabao on his recent european trip. we’ve 
partnered with zte to develop the ultra low 
cost handset, which is being marketed across 
the globe. so it’s been a gradual, but very pro-
ductive relationship with china.

the key differences between china and 
india really came home to me in my dialogue 
with sasac chairman li rongrong during my 
recent visit to china. china’s great strength is 
the stability of the regulatory structure that al-
lows for more long-term planning – both by 
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the government and by companies operating 
in the market. this has been the bedrock of 
china’s success. it has been extremely useful for 
me to share vodafone’s experience and receive 
chairman li’s insights into how vodafone might 
move forward in china.

During the two trips, what kind of en-
counters have you had with your Chinese 
collaborators and the government offi cials? 
What’s your general impression of them as 
business and political leaders representing 
a company with immense challenges and 
opportunities?

i have had a number of substantial interac-
tions with china mobile, chinese vendors, and 
the chinese government over my years with 
vodafone, including my two recent visits to 
china. i have been extremely impressed with 
the long-term vision and capability of all the 
people i have met. the most consistent requests 
that i get are for vodafone to share its world-
class expertise in global management practices, 
particularly corporate governance and corporate 
social responsibility. again, it was my dialogue 
with chairman li that confi rmed my impression 
that china will continue on the path of the past 
30 years and continue to open its economy to 
the world over the next 30 years.

What does China mean to you? Is China 
a market, partner, a strategic resource? What 
are the values that Vodafone can bring to 
China and to your Chinese collaborators?

china means many things to me and to 
vodafone, so it is diffi cult to sum it up in a few 
words without missing the essence and complex-
ities of china. however, partner is the descrip-
tion which i think comes closest to the mark. 
if i think, for example, about how vodafone 
has worked with the chinese government and 
with china mobile to drive global agreement 
around the standards for the long-term evolu-
tion of global mobile technology, that is partner-
ship at its best. and the important thing about 
a partnership is that both partners look to what 
they can contribute to the other. at vodafone, 
we have a great deal to learn from our part-
ners in china mobile, and from the strategic ap-
proach the chinese government has taken to the 
development of the telecommunications sector. 
in return, i am always interested to learn how 
vodafone can best serve the chinese market. if 
you think about it, partnership can create very 
strong propositions. For example, china mobile 
is very strong in china, which is a very large mar-
ket in itself. vodafone is very strong in europe, 
africa, and india. verizon wireless (vodafone’s 
partnership in the u.s. with verizon) is very 
strong in the u.s. if these three companies could 
work more closely together in the management 
of customers, procurement, and service creation, 
we could, quite frankly, be unbeatable.

Vodafone is known for its rapid global 
expansion. How has the current global fi -
nancial crisis impacted Vodafone’s business, 
specifi cally with regard to China?

vodafone has developed a substantial in-
ternational footprint over the past 10 years. we 
have moved from our core base in the major 
western european markets, into the u.s. through 
our partnership with verizon wireless, and into 
the major emerging markets including india and 
south africa. however, vodafone has always 

had a patient long-term view and a highly disci-
plined approach. we have always been able to 
demonstrate clearly and practically to our com-
mercial and government partners that we are 
the partner of choice, and that we are able to 
add more value working with them than other 
companies would be able to. this has allowed 
us to move forward in market after market at the 
right time, at the right price. this has brought us 
into more challenging times in extremely good 
shape. our balanced global portfolio insures us, 
to a signifi cant extent, from economic impacts 
affecting either developed or emerging markets 
alone. our balance sheet shows how healthy we 
are; in our interim results, we just reported that 
vodafone has net debt of £27 billion with ex-
pected full year revenues of £38-39 billion, op-
erating profi t of over £11 billion, and free cash 
fl ow of over £5.2 billion. vodafone is starting 
from an extremely robust fi nancial position.

i have also seen that the communications 
industry, and vodafone in particular, are well po-
sitioned to endure the global fi nancial crisis and 
economic downturn. mobile communications is 
now such a core part of peoples’ lives, and offers 
them such signifi cant increases in productivity, 
that it is one of the last things on which they will 
reduce their spending. there will be impacts, of 
course, but i expect to see that many custom-
ers will prioritize their mobile phone over their 
fi xed line, reduce their spending on fi xed lines, 
or even disconnect the fi xed line. we also have 
a great ability to deploy new products and ser-
vices that consumers can really use – such as our 
mpesa money transfer service, which is changing 
the lives of millions of people in our global busi-
nesses every day, allowing them access to the 
low cost-effi cient money transfer services they 
have never experienced through other means.

china is also extremely well placed to survive 
and prosper in these challenging times. chinese 
consumers have always prioritized investment 
and savings, and the government has maintained 
extremely healthy cash reserves. in tough times, 
international companies are looking to reduce 
their cost base, which places chinese suppliers in 
particular in an extremely good position. i expect 
that chinese suppliers will continue to perform 
very strongly in the global marketplace. vodafone 
will be working with our chinese partners to in-
crease functionality while reducing cost.

As a newly appointed global CEO for 
Vodafone, how will you lead Vodafone 
through this challenging economic transi-
tional time?

given the challenging fi nancial environ-
ment, we have recently announced an updated 
strategy at the time of vodafone’s half-yearly 
fi nancial results. this new strategy sets out an 
extremely solid roadmap for vodafone. we will 
inevitably face challenges with weaker global 
growth, emerging market infl ation, increasing 
competition in communications markets, and 
regulatory interventions. but vodafone’s econo-
mies of scale give us a strong base from which 
to reduce costs and leverage global products 
and services. we have a great ability to manage 
our capital expenditure through more diffi cult 
times, especially since much of our incremen-
tal capital expenditure is only required to the 
extent that consumers make additional calls or 
send more text messages.

overall, vodafone’s new strategy focuses 
on a single macro-objective of cash generation. 
we will achieve this through four key strate-
gies: driving operational performance, pursuing 
growth opportunities in total communications 
(mobile data, services for enterprise customers, 
and broadband), focusing on execution of our 
strategy in emerging markets, and strengthen-
ing our capital discipline. we have launched a 
number of strategic initiatives to deliver on these 
objectives: the formation of a wholesale roaming 
hub in luxembourg, driving greater coordination 
and synergies through our european networks, 
and reducing general administration costs. we 
expect to achieve annualized cost savings of 
£500 million in 2009/10 leading to a total of £1 
billion in 2010/11 through these measures.

How is corporate social responsibility 
[CSR] being defi ned for global leading compa-
nies in this global crisis? What has Vodafone 
done in the past to fulfi ll its CSR obligations 
and what will you do in the future?

this is an important area which i believe 
will receive increasing focus over the coming 
months as life becomes more diffi cult for some 
communities and consumers. again, vodafone 
is fortunate in that it starts (as lewis hamilton 
usually does) from pole position – we have 
taken corporate social responsibility very se-
riously for many years now. we established a 
full-time global csr team over eight years ago, 
and have local csr teams as a core component 
of our strategy and operations in most markets 
in which we operate. one of our key initia-
tives has been energy effi ciency, where we have 
again worked in partnership with china mobile 
and chinese vendors to commercialize practical 
means of reducing the energy used by our mo-
bile networks. this is a classic win-win – these 
technologies reduce our cost base and reduce 
carbon emissions, and they benefi t vodafone’s 
global business as well as chinese companies.

we have also established 24 vodafone 
Foundations across the world, each of which 
invests millions of dollars in important social 
projects. the vodafone Foundation made one 
of the fi rst donations in the aftermath of the 
sichuan earthquake. it went to the china charity 
Foundation to provide food, water, and medi-
cine. we have a global partnership with the un 
Foundation, which provides funding to the world 
Food programme and telecoms sans Frontieres 
(telecommunications without borders) which 
provides emergency telecommunication assis-
tance to un missions and the ngo community.

What is your personal refl ection on the 
kind of leadership needed at this special 
time for global company leaders? How have 
you prepared yourself in taking that role?

at all times, leaders should be genuinely 
interested in their people and the organizations 
they lead, and should promote a vision for 
where the company should be. this is even truer 
at this particular time, which requires a careful 
balance between the realities of the shorter term 
streamlining of an organization and the promise 
of the longer term vision being offered to all 
employees. i try to visit as many parts of our 
organization as possible to ask my people for 
their inputs. this facilitates the development of 
a strong and balanced strategy and vision for 
the whole group.

Vittorio Colao meeting with SASAC Chairman Li Rongrong
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communications company, with equity interest 
spanning 25 countries, including China, Europe, 
the Middle East, Africa, Asia Pacifi c, and the U.S, 
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million customers, calculated on a proportion-
ate basis in accordance with the Vodafone’s per-
centage interest in these ventures. Vodafone had 
a total market capitalization of approximately 
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As China is celebrating the 30th anniversary 
of its open-and-reform policy, how would 
you summarize Vodafone’s eight years of 
achievement in China? What are the key 
lessons learned in the past and Vodafone’s 
vision for its future in China?

to say that it has been an extraordinary 
30 years would be an understatement. china’s 
reemergence as a global economic and political 
force has been one of the most rapid and suc-
cessful developments the world has seen. the 
extent of this success is diffi cult to comprehend. 
For example, china is forecast to account for 
more than 20 percent of total global economic 
growth in the next 10 years.

it’s fascinating to think that shortly after 
china announced its open-and-reform policy, 
the world administrative radio conference set 
up a research group to defi ne a common inter-
national mobile phone standard. this became 
gsm, the standard which has now connected 
over three billion mobile customers worldwide, 
with china accounting for nearly 20 percent of 
that total. given the strong relationship between 
increasing mobile penetration and increasing 
economic growth, it is no accident that mobile 
and china have both grown from strength to 
strength in the past 30 years.

vodafone has been in china for eight years 
now and i would summarize our achievement as 
“always moving forward.” we’ve moved from a 
shareholding in china mobile to a strategic alliance 
agreement. we’ve established a representative 
offi ce, and now a china sourcing centre, which 
coordinates vodafone’s global demand for 
chinese handsets and network equipment which 
are being deployed across the vodafone group – 
from spain to india, and from south africa to 
new zealand. vodafone’s presence in china is a 
long-term strategic priority and i’m sure that this 
will be even stronger in another eight years.

You are known for speed, which 
is also refl ected in the two speedy trips 
you’ve taken to China within two months. 
In a country where telecom is still heavily 
regulated and controlled by government, 
how would you apply your style of speed 
to a country that is known for patience 
and long-term planning? How would you 

differentiate your strategy for 
China from other emerging 
markets such as India?

speedy trips are unfortunately a 
fact of life for global executives, but 
since i became ceo of the vodafone 
group, i have actually managed to 
visit china as many times as i’ve vis-
ited any other market in the vodafone 
group. i had the great pleasure of 
attending the opening ceremony of 
the beijing olympics – a phenom-
enal event which deeply impressed 
the world.

while china has indeed moved 
cautiously to open its communica-
tions market, i wouldn’t describe 
the rate of growth and change in the 
chinese communications market as 
slow at all. in the eight weeks be-

tween my two most recent trips, china added 15 
million mobile subscribers – more than the pop-
ulation of greece and new zealand combined. 
china has set itself very clear long-term goals in-
cluding the role that the communications industry 
needs to play in domestic economic growth and 
reestablishing china’s intellectual property rights. 
vodafone’s global scale and scope means that we 
have been able to play a productive role – mov-
ing ahead with our business in china, while also 
working with china to strengthen chinese busi-
nesses and to move the industry forward. For ex-
ample, we’ve worked closely with many chinese 
equipment and handset suppliers such as zte, 
huawei, and coslight and helped them to lever-
age into global markets. we awarded huawei its 
fi rst major european contract (to build our 3g 
network in spain), and have recently awarded 
them a 3g contract in turkey, and a 2g con-
tract in ghana. we now have a relationship with 
huawei in 15 countries across the world. i also 
had the privilege of signing a recognition of this 
growing relationship in the presence of premier 
wen Jiabao on his recent european trip. we’ve 
partnered with zte to develop the ultra low 
cost handset, which is being marketed across 
the globe. so it’s been a gradual, but very pro-
ductive relationship with china.

the key differences between china and 
india really came home to me in my dialogue 
with sasac chairman li rongrong during my 
recent visit to china. china’s great strength is 
the stability of the regulatory structure that al-
lows for more long-term planning – both by 
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the government and by companies operating 
in the market. this has been the bedrock of 
china’s success. it has been extremely useful for 
me to share vodafone’s experience and receive 
chairman li’s insights into how vodafone might 
move forward in china.

During the two trips, what kind of en-
counters have you had with your Chinese 
collaborators and the government offi cials? 
What’s your general impression of them as 
business and political leaders representing 
a company with immense challenges and 
opportunities?

i have had a number of substantial interac-
tions with china mobile, chinese vendors, and 
the chinese government over my years with 
vodafone, including my two recent visits to 
china. i have been extremely impressed with 
the long-term vision and capability of all the 
people i have met. the most consistent requests 
that i get are for vodafone to share its world-
class expertise in global management practices, 
particularly corporate governance and corporate 
social responsibility. again, it was my dialogue 
with chairman li that confi rmed my impression 
that china will continue on the path of the past 
30 years and continue to open its economy to 
the world over the next 30 years.

What does China mean to you? Is China 
a market, partner, a strategic resource? What 
are the values that Vodafone can bring to 
China and to your Chinese collaborators?

china means many things to me and to 
vodafone, so it is diffi cult to sum it up in a few 
words without missing the essence and complex-
ities of china. however, partner is the descrip-
tion which i think comes closest to the mark. 
if i think, for example, about how vodafone 
has worked with the chinese government and 
with china mobile to drive global agreement 
around the standards for the long-term evolu-
tion of global mobile technology, that is partner-
ship at its best. and the important thing about 
a partnership is that both partners look to what 
they can contribute to the other. at vodafone, 
we have a great deal to learn from our part-
ners in china mobile, and from the strategic ap-
proach the chinese government has taken to the 
development of the telecommunications sector. 
in return, i am always interested to learn how 
vodafone can best serve the chinese market. if 
you think about it, partnership can create very 
strong propositions. For example, china mobile 
is very strong in china, which is a very large mar-
ket in itself. vodafone is very strong in europe, 
africa, and india. verizon wireless (vodafone’s 
partnership in the u.s. with verizon) is very 
strong in the u.s. if these three companies could 
work more closely together in the management 
of customers, procurement, and service creation, 
we could, quite frankly, be unbeatable.

Vodafone is known for its rapid global 
expansion. How has the current global fi -
nancial crisis impacted Vodafone’s business, 
specifi cally with regard to China?

vodafone has developed a substantial in-
ternational footprint over the past 10 years. we 
have moved from our core base in the major 
western european markets, into the u.s. through 
our partnership with verizon wireless, and into 
the major emerging markets including india and 
south africa. however, vodafone has always 

had a patient long-term view and a highly disci-
plined approach. we have always been able to 
demonstrate clearly and practically to our com-
mercial and government partners that we are 
the partner of choice, and that we are able to 
add more value working with them than other 
companies would be able to. this has allowed 
us to move forward in market after market at the 
right time, at the right price. this has brought us 
into more challenging times in extremely good 
shape. our balanced global portfolio insures us, 
to a signifi cant extent, from economic impacts 
affecting either developed or emerging markets 
alone. our balance sheet shows how healthy we 
are; in our interim results, we just reported that 
vodafone has net debt of £27 billion with ex-
pected full year revenues of £38-39 billion, op-
erating profi t of over £11 billion, and free cash 
fl ow of over £5.2 billion. vodafone is starting 
from an extremely robust fi nancial position.

i have also seen that the communications 
industry, and vodafone in particular, are well po-
sitioned to endure the global fi nancial crisis and 
economic downturn. mobile communications is 
now such a core part of peoples’ lives, and offers 
them such signifi cant increases in productivity, 
that it is one of the last things on which they will 
reduce their spending. there will be impacts, of 
course, but i expect to see that many custom-
ers will prioritize their mobile phone over their 
fi xed line, reduce their spending on fi xed lines, 
or even disconnect the fi xed line. we also have 
a great ability to deploy new products and ser-
vices that consumers can really use – such as our 
mpesa money transfer service, which is changing 
the lives of millions of people in our global busi-
nesses every day, allowing them access to the 
low cost-effi cient money transfer services they 
have never experienced through other means.

china is also extremely well placed to survive 
and prosper in these challenging times. chinese 
consumers have always prioritized investment 
and savings, and the government has maintained 
extremely healthy cash reserves. in tough times, 
international companies are looking to reduce 
their cost base, which places chinese suppliers in 
particular in an extremely good position. i expect 
that chinese suppliers will continue to perform 
very strongly in the global marketplace. vodafone 
will be working with our chinese partners to in-
crease functionality while reducing cost.

As a newly appointed global CEO for 
Vodafone, how will you lead Vodafone 
through this challenging economic transi-
tional time?

given the challenging fi nancial environ-
ment, we have recently announced an updated 
strategy at the time of vodafone’s half-yearly 
fi nancial results. this new strategy sets out an 
extremely solid roadmap for vodafone. we will 
inevitably face challenges with weaker global 
growth, emerging market infl ation, increasing 
competition in communications markets, and 
regulatory interventions. but vodafone’s econo-
mies of scale give us a strong base from which 
to reduce costs and leverage global products 
and services. we have a great ability to manage 
our capital expenditure through more diffi cult 
times, especially since much of our incremen-
tal capital expenditure is only required to the 
extent that consumers make additional calls or 
send more text messages.

overall, vodafone’s new strategy focuses 
on a single macro-objective of cash generation. 
we will achieve this through four key strate-
gies: driving operational performance, pursuing 
growth opportunities in total communications 
(mobile data, services for enterprise customers, 
and broadband), focusing on execution of our 
strategy in emerging markets, and strengthen-
ing our capital discipline. we have launched a 
number of strategic initiatives to deliver on these 
objectives: the formation of a wholesale roaming 
hub in luxembourg, driving greater coordination 
and synergies through our european networks, 
and reducing general administration costs. we 
expect to achieve annualized cost savings of 
£500 million in 2009/10 leading to a total of £1 
billion in 2010/11 through these measures.

How is corporate social responsibility 
[CSR] being defi ned for global leading compa-
nies in this global crisis? What has Vodafone 
done in the past to fulfi ll its CSR obligations 
and what will you do in the future?

this is an important area which i believe 
will receive increasing focus over the coming 
months as life becomes more diffi cult for some 
communities and consumers. again, vodafone 
is fortunate in that it starts (as lewis hamilton 
usually does) from pole position – we have 
taken corporate social responsibility very se-
riously for many years now. we established a 
full-time global csr team over eight years ago, 
and have local csr teams as a core component 
of our strategy and operations in most markets 
in which we operate. one of our key initia-
tives has been energy effi ciency, where we have 
again worked in partnership with china mobile 
and chinese vendors to commercialize practical 
means of reducing the energy used by our mo-
bile networks. this is a classic win-win – these 
technologies reduce our cost base and reduce 
carbon emissions, and they benefi t vodafone’s 
global business as well as chinese companies.

we have also established 24 vodafone 
Foundations across the world, each of which 
invests millions of dollars in important social 
projects. the vodafone Foundation made one 
of the fi rst donations in the aftermath of the 
sichuan earthquake. it went to the china charity 
Foundation to provide food, water, and medi-
cine. we have a global partnership with the un 
Foundation, which provides funding to the world 
Food programme and telecoms sans Frontieres 
(telecommunications without borders) which 
provides emergency telecommunication assis-
tance to un missions and the ngo community.

What is your personal refl ection on the 
kind of leadership needed at this special 
time for global company leaders? How have 
you prepared yourself in taking that role?

at all times, leaders should be genuinely 
interested in their people and the organizations 
they lead, and should promote a vision for 
where the company should be. this is even truer 
at this particular time, which requires a careful 
balance between the realities of the shorter term 
streamlining of an organization and the promise 
of the longer term vision being offered to all 
employees. i try to visit as many parts of our 
organization as possible to ask my people for 
their inputs. this facilitates the development of 
a strong and balanced strategy and vision for 
the whole group.

Vittorio Colao meeting with SASAC Chairman Li Rongrong
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